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Abstract: This paper deals with a feedback gain design method for the full-order
flux observer with adaptive speed loop, which enables the minimizing the unstable
operation region of this observer to a line in the torque-speed plane. The stability
in regenerating mode is studied using necessary condition of stability based on de-
terminant of matrix and a linearized model. Simulations results where the proposed
observer is compared with an exiting solution (where the unstable region is not totally
removed) are presented to validate the proposed observer design.
Keywords: Induction motor, full-order flux observer, sensorless control, stability
analysis, adaptive speed estimator, regenerating mode
1 Introduction
The speed-sensorless control of induction motor drives have developed significantly during the last
number of years. Speed adaptive full observers introduced by [8], [15] are promising flux estimators for
inductions motors drives. The speed adaptive observer consists of a state variable observer augmented
with a speed adaptation loop. The observer gain and the speed adaptive law determine the properties
of the observer. The speed adaptation law is based on the component of the current estimation error
with the estimated rotor flux. The adaptation law was originally derived using the Lyapunov stability
theory [8]. However, the stability of the adaptation law is not guaranteed and stability problem exist in
the regenerating mode. The derivation in [8] neglects a term including the actual rotor flux (which is not
measurable). The positive-realness condition is not satisfied as shown [5]. Some limits of operation were
quickly highlighted [9], [13]. In particular, a well known instability region was described in regenerating
mode. Thus, the drive stability can’t be guaranteed when this type of observer is associated with a
field oriented control. There was many work in order to reduce this region of instability which is due
to inadequate observer design [1, 2, 5, 14]. In this paper, we describe the design of an adaptation law
that minimizes the instability region of an adaptive speed estimator. The paper is organized as follows.
The induction motor model and the speed adaptive flux observer are first defined in section 2 and 3
respectively. We introduce the observer gain design in section 4 leading to a reduced instability region
limited to a line. Finally, simulations results are presented and discussed in section 5, where the proposed
observer is compared with an exiting solution [5, 13].
2 Induction motor model
The induction motor is described by the following state equations in the synchronous rotating refer-
ence frame with complex notations:
d
dt
x = A(ω,ωs)x+Bus (1)
is =Cx (2)
where x = [ ψr is ]
T
A =
 −( 1Tr + jωsl) LmTrLm
b
(
1
Tr
− jω) −(a+ jωs)
 , B =
 01
σLs
 , C = [ 0(2×2) I ] , I = [ 1 00 1
]
(3)
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and the mechanical equation is:
d
dt
ω = p2
Lm
JLr
ℑ(isψ∗r )− p
TL
J
(4)
where ∗ means a conjugate, j a complex number and ℑ an imaginary part. ψ
r
: rotor flux; is : stator
current; us : stator voltage; ωs : stator angular frequency; ω : motor angular speed; ωsl = ωs−ω : slip
angular frequency; Rs, Rr : stator and rotor resistance; Ls, Lr : stator and rotor self-inductance; Lm :
mutual inductance; TL : load torque; J : rotor inertia ; p : number of pole pairs; Tr = Lr/Rr : rotor time
constant; a = (L2r Rs+L
2
mRr)/(σLsL2r ); b = σLsLr; σ = 1− (L2m)/(LsLr) : leakage coefficient.
3 Adaptive Observer
The conventional full-order observer, which estimates the stator current and the rotor flux together
[10, 11], is written as the following state equation.
d
dt
x̂ = Â(ω̂, ω̂s) x̂+Bus+G(is− îs) (5)
îs =Cx̂ (6)
where ̂means the estimated values and G = [ G1 G2 ]T is the observer gain matrix.
We assume that all machine parameters are perfectly known except the motor speed. Using the assump-
tion of constant angular rotor speed ω˙ = 0 (i.e. the speed variations are slow with respect to electrical
mode) [8], [5], the speed adaptive law is [8]:
d
dt
ω̂ =
λLm
b
(eidψ̂rq− eiqψ̂rd) (7)
where λ is a positive constant and will be tuned in (7) to improve observer dynamics. In practice,
proportional-integral action is used in order to improve the dynamic behavior of the estimator.
d
dt
ω̂ = Kp
d
dt
(eidψ̂rq− eiqψ̂rd)+Ki(eidψ̂rq− eiqψ̂rd) (8)
where eid = isd − îsd , eiq = isq− îsq,(isd , isq) are (d,q) components of stator current, (ψrd,ψrq) are (d,q)
components of rotor flux. The speed adaptive observer scheme with the speed adaptation mechanism is
presented in Fig. 1.
4 Observer gain design
4.1 linearized model
The nonlinear and complicated dynamics of the speed adaptive observer can be studied via small-
signal linearization. It is useful to proceed with a local analysis based in the principle of stability in the
first approximation [12, 7].
We will choose the particular form G1 = g1I2×2 where I2×2 is the identity matrix and G2 = 02×2. The
complete adaptive observer may be written as equation (10). Note that according the assumption ω˙ = 0,
the motor model (1) may be written as (9)
d
dt
ψ
r
=−( 1
Tr
+ jωsl )ψr +
Lm
Tr
is
d
dt
is =
Lm
b
(
1
Tr
− jω)ψ
r
− (a+ jωs)is+
1
σLs
us
d
dt
ω = 0
(9)
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Figure 1: Speed adaptive observer

d
dt
ψ̂
r
=−( 1
Tr
+ jω̂sl )ψ̂r +
Lm
Tr
îs+g1δei
d
dt
îs =
Lm
b
(
1
Tr
− jω̂)ψ̂
r
− (a+ jω̂s)̂is+
1
σLs
us
d
dt
ω̂ = Kp
d
dt
(eidψ̂rq− eiqψ̂rd)+Ki (eidψ̂rq− eiqψ̂rd)
(10)
We investigate the stability of the observer by linearizing the two systems (10) and (9) around an
equilibrium operating point.Defining the new state vectors x = xo + δx with xo = [ ψro iso ωo ]
T ,
δx = [ δψr δ is δω ]
T and x̂ = x̂o+δ x̂ with x̂o = [ ψ̂ro îso ω̂o ]
T , δ x̂ = [ δψ̂
r
δ îs δω̂ ]T . The
reference frame is synchronized with the estimated rotor flux (ψ̂rqo = 0), then its two components are
ψ̂rd = ψ̂o+δψ̂rd and ψ̂rq = δψ̂rq. In these two systems, the stator frequencies are regarded as identical :
ωs = ω̂s [5]. Preserving only dynamic parts, the two systems (9), (10) become after linearization,:

d
dt
δψ
r
=−( 1
Tr
+ jωslo)δψr +
Lm
Tr
δ is− jΨoδωsl
d
dt
δ is =
Lm
b
(
1
Tr
− jωo)δψr− (a+ jωso)δ is+
1
σLs
δus− j
Lm
b
ψoδω− jisoδωs
d
dt
δω = 0,
(11)

d
dt
δψ̂
r
=−( 1
Tr
+ jω̂slo)δψ̂r +
Lm
Tr
δ îs− jΨ̂oδω̂sl +g1δei
d
dt
δ îs =
Lm
b
(
1
Tr
− jω̂o)δψ̂r− (a+ jω̂so)δ îs+
1
σLs
δus− j
Lm
b
ψ̂oδω̂− jîsoδω̂s
d
dt
δω̂ =−Kp(−Lmb ωoψ̂oδψ̂rd +
Lm
bTr
ψ̂oδψ̂rq−ωsoψ̂oδ îsd −aψ̂oδ îsq−
Lm
b
ψ̂oδω̂s)
−Ki(−eidoδψ̂rq+ eiqoδψ̂rd + ψ̂oδeiq).
(12)
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Defining δe = [ δeψ δei δeω ]T , the system describing the estimation error is as follows:
d
dt
δeψ =−(
1
Tr
+ jωslo)δeψ +(
Lm
Tr
−g1)δei− jeψoδωsl + jeωoδψ̂r + jψ̂oδeω
d
dt
δei =
Lm
b
(
1
Tr
− jωo)δeψ − (a+ jωso)δei− j
Lm
b
eψoδω− j
Lm
b
eωoδψ̂r
− jeioδωs− j
Lm
b
ψ̂
o
δeω
d
dt
δeω = Kp(−Lmb ωoψ̂oδeψd +
Lm
bTr
ψ̂oδeψq−ωsoψ̂oδeid −aψ̂oδeiq−
Lm
b
ψ̂oδeω)
+Ki(−eidoδψ̂rq+ eiqoδψ̂rd + ψ̂oδeiq).
(13)
Separating each state in d and q components, we obtain the corresponding state matrix Â1:
Â1 =

− 1
Tr
ωslo
Lm
Tr
−g1 0 0
−ωslo −
1
Tr
0
Lm
Tr
−g1 ψ̂o
Lm
bTr
Lm
b
ωo −a ωso 0
−Lm
b
ωo
Lm
bTr
−ωso −a −Lmb ψ̂o
−Lm
b
Kpωoψ̂o
Lm
bTr
Kpψ̂o −Kpωsoψ̂o (Ki−aKp)ψ̂o −Lmb Kpψ̂o

(14)
Note the dependency of the dynamic matrix Â1 by the operating condition. In order to obtain analytic
conditions about the local stability using the necessary condition for stability based on the determinant
of (14) [4], it is possible to obtain a relevant result as reported in the next section.
4.2 Stability criterion
We use the following property:
det(Â1) =
5
∏
i=1
λi (15)
where λi are the eigenvalues of matrix Â1.
The determinant of matrix Â1 is:
det(Â1) =−Lmψ̂2o Kiωso((ωso−ωo)abTr +L2mωo−Lmωog1Tr +ωsob)/(b2Tr) (16)
The condition det(Â) = 0 leads to:
ωso = 0, (17a)
ωso = ωo
g1Lm+RsLr
(RrLs+RsLr)
. (17b)
These conditions of stability may be expressed in the torque/speed plane. Let us consider the mechanical
equation:
d
dt
ω = p2
Lm
JLr
ℑ(isψ
∗
r
)− pTL
J
. (18)
Under RFOC conditions and steady state (ψ̂rqo = ψrqo = 0), we obtain:
0 = p
Lm
Lr
ψ̂oisqo−TLo (19)
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then
isqo =
Lr
pLmψ̂o
TLo. (20)
From system (1), in the same conditions, we find :
ωslo =
Lm
Trψ̂o
isqo. (21)
Finally using ωso = ωslo +ωo, equations (17a) and (17b) become
TLo =− pψ̂
2
o
Rr
ωo (22a)
TLo =− pψ̂
2
o
Rr
(1− g1Lm
RrLs
)ωo
(1+
Ts
Tr
)
(22b)
with Ts = Ls/Rs. Above relations describe respectively two lines, defining two well known instability
regions in regenerating mode.
An sufficient condition for instability is then:
det(Â1)> 0. (23)
The condition (23) defines a set whose the instability region is a subset. In order to complete the study
of local stability, we plot for each eigenvalue, the locus in the torque/plane where conditions (ℜ(λi) >
0, i = 1 . . .5) are verified.
In one hand, if we chose a zero observer gain, as in [9],
g1 = 0 (24)
we obtain the instability region limited by lines D1 and D2, (Fig. 1) where ℜλi > 0, i = 1...5, are the
positive real part of the eigenvalues λi of the state matrix Â1. The eigenvalues correspond respectively to
the states variables δeψrd ,δeψrq ,δeid ,δeiq and δeω .
TLo =− pψ̂
2
o
Rr
ωo
(1+
Tr
Ts
)
(25)
In other hand, in order to reduce (not totally remove) the unstable region, a real valued observer gain was
considered in [13] which corresponds to the region limited by lines D1 and D3, (Fig. 3). The value of the
parameter g1 selected is:
g1 =−0.25Rs (26)
It is be noted that the curves corresponding to zero observer gain are similar, except that the unstable
region is larger.
TLo =− pψ̂
2
o
Rr
(1+
0.25RsLm
RrLs
)ωo
(1+
Tr
Ts
)
(27)
The principle of the instability reduction proposed here consists in the calculation of the feedback gain
so that the unstable region will be limited to the inobservabilité line (D1). We can note that, whatever
the structure of the matrix G, (D1) is always defined by ωso = 0. From equation (16), we can write the
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Figure 2: Torque/speed plane,g1 = 0, ℜ(λi)> 0, i = 1...5
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Figure 3: Torque/speed plane, g1 =−0.25Rs, ℜ(λi)> 0, i = 1...5
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condition ωso = 0 in equation (28)
(ωso−ωo)abTr +L2mωo−Lmωog1Tr +ωsob = 0 (28)
which can be achieved by choosing the following observer gains
g1 =−LrRsLm (29)
The straight line (D1) correspond to zero synchronous speed ωs = 0. It is known in the literature as
the inobservability line (normally referred as dc-excitation) [6, 3] and seems to be a generic problem for
sensorless control of induction motors.
5 Simulations results
In order to validate the proposed design, the regenerating mode low speed operation of the speed
adaptive observer was investigate by means of simulations. A rotor flux oriented control (RFOC) is
simulated using Matlab/Simulink software. The block diagram of the control system is shown in Fig.4.
The flux reference is fixed to the nominal value ψre fo where ref denotes the reference value. The proposed
usd
-+
ωref
ω̂
+ -
irefsq
-+
ψrefo
ψ̂r
+ -
i
ref
sd
Cω(s)
Cψ(s)
Ci(s)
Ci(s)
isd
isq
usq
Motor
Adaptive
observer
eq. (5)
usd
usq
isd
isq
ψ̂r
ω̂
i
sd
isq
ψrd
ψrq
ω
model
eq. (1)
1
Figure 4: Block diagram of sensorless RFOC induction motor simulator.
observer is compared with an exiting solution [13]. In order to validate the proposed design, we studied
a conventional test used by industrial drive designers: very low and progressive load torque increase
under constant speed; Fig. 5 depicts results in regenerating mode obtained using the observer gain
g1 = −0.25Rs, [13], [5]. The speed reference was set to (−25rad/s) (dashed line) and a rated-load
torque ramp was applied at t=0. After applying the load progressively, the drive should operate in the
regenerating mode. However, the actual angular speed et actual flux of the motor collapse and the system
becomes unstable. Fig. 6 present results obtained using the proposed observer design. The system
behaves stably. On Fig. 7, the observer gain g1 =−0.25Rs was used. Real speed diverges. First subplot
shows reference (dashed line) and actual angular speed. Second subplot shows rated-load torque ramp.
Third subplot present actual flux components (ψrα ,ψrβ ) in stator reference frame. Fouth subplot, shows
control voltages. In the fifth and six subplot respectively, we present current and current norm. We note
that when the load torque increases, the control voltage, the current and the current norm increase too.
On Fig.8, the proposed observer design was used. The system becames stable. Real rotor angular speed
converges well towards the reference value in response to the same rated-load torque. Note the behavior
of the actual flux at (t ≈ 3.75 s) when the real angular rotor speed crosses the line (D1 =D3). The system
becomes unobservable at this time.
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Figure 8: The instability was removed by the proposed observer design g1 =−LrRs/Lm.
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6 Appendix
6.1 Induction motor parameters
Voltage rating : 380 V , Current rating: 2.2 A, Number of phases: 3, Rated power: 1.1 kW , Frequency:
50 Hz, Rated speed: 1430 rpm/min, p = 2, Ls = 0.472 H, Lr = 0.4721 H, Lm = 0.4475 H, Rs = 9.65 Ω,
Rr = 4.3 Ω.
7 Conclusions
The feedback gain design method proposed in this paper reduces the instability region of adaptive
observer to a inobservability line (D1) (ωso = 0). The observer using the proposed gain does not have the
unstable region, which was shown by means of speed/torque plane and a linearized model. The stability
of the regenerating-mode operation was also confirmed by simulations.
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